Significant contribution of liver nonparenchymal cells to metabolism of ammonia and lactate and cocultivation augments the functions of a bioartificial liver.
A bioartificial liver (BAL) will bridge patients with acute liver failure (ALF) to either spontaneous regeneration or liver transplantation. The nitrogen metabolism is important in ALF, and the metabolism of nonparenchymal liver cells (NPCs) is poorly understood. The scope of this study was to investigate whether cocultivation of hepatocytes with NPCs would augment the functions of a BAL (HN-BAL) compared with a BAL equipped with only hepatocytes (H-BAL). In addition, NPCs were similarly cultivated alone. The cells were cultivated for 8 days in simulated microgravity with serum-free growth medium. With NPCs, initial ammonia and lactate production were fivefold and over twofold higher compared with later time periods despite sufficient oxygen supply. Initial lactate production and glutamine consumption were threefold higher in HN-BAL than in H-BAL. With NPCs, initial glutamine consumption was two- to threefold higher compared with later time periods, whereas initial ornithine production and arginine consumption were over four- and eightfold higher compared with later time periods. In NPCs, the conversion of glutamine to glutamate and ammonia can be explained by the presence of glutaminase, as revealed by PCR analysis. Drug metabolism and clearance of aggregated gamma globulin, probes administered to test functions of hepatocytes and NPCs, respectively, were higher in HN-BAL than in H-BAL. In conclusion, NPCs produce ammonia by hydrolysis of amino acids and may contribute to the pathogenesis of ALF. High amounts of lactate are produced by NPCs under nonhypoxic conditions. Cocultivation augments differentiated functions such as drug metabolism and clearance of aggregated gamma-globulin.